
July 20 Board Meeting Notes 

Not enough members for a quorum. Attendees: Emily West, Cathy Feely, Jevon L Peck, Brad 

Foster, Aaron J. Moore, Wayde Love 

Community Attendees: Anand Holtham-Keathley 

We discussed Ice Cream Social, Block Party, Health Committee 

Ice Cream Social - Wed Aug 10, 7-9 PM Scobert Park - List of items discussed and action Items: 

Coolers - Can someone locate a couple of coolers to keep the ice cream cold? 

Tables & Chairs - Cathy Feely will pick up from WCC meeting 

Napkins/Paper Towels - Cathy Feely will supply these. 

Canopies - Sam Hahn - do you have these? 

Scoopers - Sam Hahn - do you have these? 

Banner - Sam Hahn - do you have it? 

Ice Cream - Sam Hahn was volunteered in his absence to obtain the ice cream donations. 

Ice Cream Cones - Jevon L Peck will talk to Bruns (Red) Apple 

Entertainment - Band - Jevon L Peck will work on the Band with the assistance from Brad Foster 

in working with the neighbors for electrical access. 

Community Groups 

Health Committee (voted affirmatively online) Anand will staff 

HIV Alliance - Jevon L Peck 

Bike Tuneups - have one or two people willing to do bike tuneups during the social - Jevon L 

Peck 

Art City & WCAT - Emily West 

Block Party -  

We discussed completion of cleanup of the Trackside Parking Lot, there is still trash leftover 

from the Whiteaker Cleanup - Wayde Love to take care of this. 

We need board members to share the WCAT booth during the block party to answer community 

questions and listen to issues. If you can share some time to help out it would be appreciated. 

Health Committee -  

Anand discussed the health committee and what he intended to do to get it off the ground. It will 

be important to have community support to make this successful. 

Anand will provide Brad with a couple of questions to add to his survey (see below) to begin to 

assess interest in the community and will staff the Ice Cream Social. 

Cathy Feely agreed to be the Board liaison for the committee. Committee will meet once a 

month just prior to the Board meeting. 

Emily posted in this forum the vote and it passed. 

Quiet Train 

Brad wanted to do a short survey for Whiteaker Neighbors to review issues and gauge levels of 

concern or support. He will create the survey and post it for the Board to review this week. 

 


